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Abstract 

Algeria ir. distinctive among developing countries for its 

highly controlled, planned economy and the overwhelming weight of 

its public sector in produetion. Because of these char3ct~ristics 

the Algerian response to increased oil revenues after 1973 

differed considerably from that of more market-oriented 011 

exporters, in terms of sectoral evolution and real exchange rate 

movements. This paper reviews the Algerian development stratp.gy 

and develops and estimates econometrically a fix-price equilibrium 

model of the Algerian economy. 

The model emphasizes spillovers of purchasing power from 

rationed wage goods onto domestic financial assets as the major 

equilibrating variable. The results are shown to account for 

Algeria's unusual adjustment pattern after 1974. They also have 

implications for a transition towards a flex-price system. 

--•
-
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I. 	 Introduction 

Half of Algeria's exports came from 011 in the early 1960s. In the 

aftermath of the prolonged war of indp.pendence which B~erel.)I dLsrllpted the. 

nono11 economy, this proportion had risen to three quarters' b,.~t-he'E1!ft".l1 · 

19705. In 1972 ~il exports were equivalent to 16% of GDP. The quadrupling ~f 

world 011 prices over 1973-74 and t -heir redoubHn~ over 1979-80 thereforp 

conferred large windfall gains on Algeria as it did on other oil eXl~rters. 

Taking into ar.count both price and volume changes, the windfall, expressed 

relative to the size of the nonmineral economy in Figure I, peaked in 1974 at 

the equivalent of 42% of nonmining GOP.!! It then declined to 26% and later 

to 18% as world oil prices eased and the volume of Algerian hydrocarbon output 

grew more slowly than its ~noil economy, before rebounding to 34% ~th the' 

second oil price rise. 

--• 	 •
, 

1/ 	 Underlying Figure 1 is a hyrothesized projection of the Algerian economy 
in balanced growth as between mineral (overwhelmingly oil and gas) and 
nonmineral components at relative prices set at their 1970-72 base 
levels. The Figure depicts the windfall as the proportional deviatiou of 
hydrocarbon value-added from its balanced-growth trend. 
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Figure 1 

The 011 Windfall ond Its Use: 1973-81 
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While the relative size of the oil windfall was not untypical for a 

capital-importing oil-exporting developing country, Algeria is exceptional 

among developing countries because of the highly controlled nature of its 

socialist economic system. All prices and formal wage scales are 

administratively determined. A system~f Treasury subsidies to public 

enterprises essentially removes the constraint of even administered market 

forces on firms, which therefore face a ~soft" budget constraint.!! Private 

enterprise has been marginal outside a part of agriculture ~nd certain minor 

urban activities. The state has a virtual monopoly on the allocation of 

investible resources through its control of the banking system and the 

Treasury acts as a maj or financial interiDec:ft·al~:y~, ,~,a;:1~.:,t~~ea,.,~&~~..,;-:-~U\:iii'i 

official channels only, imports are cont~,~n~ fo.'· .2ign excha.-!l~i :·nc.!J&htly--· 

allocated. While "black markets" do u~d~ubtedly exist, by all accounts they 

are minor. Despite moves after 1978 to liberalize and decent.alize production 

and free certain markets (notably in agricultural products), Algeria is still 

well characterized as ha~ing a socialist, centrally planned "fix-price" 

economy1i 

The broad outline of h\.·-., a market economy should respond to increased 

domestic spending out of oil (or other) windfalls is well established and 

follows the analysis of Bruno (1975).11 Relative prices playa major
It 

equilibrating role, particularly the price of nontraded relative to traded 
~ 

... 
'f..Kornai (1978) analyses the "soft" budget constraint of the production 
.sector in the context of Eas~ European socialist countries. -

2/ not • are it rather means •"Fix-price" does imply that prices constant; 	 that ... 
price variations are not a major endogenous mechanism for clearing 
markets. The terminology is due to Hicks (1965). 

3/ 	 The model has, in fact, been known since the ninetenth century when it was 

applied by John Cairnes to analyze the impact of gold discovery on 

Australia over 1851-73: See Bordo (1975). 
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goods (the real exchange rate) which appreciates to shift factors of 

production to nontraded sectors and deflect demand onto nonoil exportables and 

imports. Such mechanisms cannot operate in a fix-price economy, which must 

substitute various rationing mechanisms (either on the demand or supply sides 

of individual markets) for the process of clearing through relative prices. 

If these mechanisms can be enforced, there is no presumption that the 

evolution of major price and resource indicators will iollow the free-market 

paradigm. If, however, costs of enforcement rise or its effectiveness 

declines as the degree of divergence between the rationed and unrationed 

equilibria increases, it is likely that the state will make some adjustments 

in the setting of wages and prices and the allocati'on -of- frivestible l:eso~ft 

albeit reluctantly and with a lag. 

This paper consi~ers the Alge~ian government's response to the oil 

-windfalls and the consequent evolution of the nonoil economy. Row has the 

Algerian strategy differed from strategies characteristic of more mar~et-

oriented economies: How has the nonoil economy equilibrated in response to 

changing levels of public activity", and has it been able to avoid the "Dutch 

Disease" characterised by "overvalued" real exchange rates, contracting nonoil 

tradeable sectors and large resource shifts towards construction and services? 

.. To comprehend a development strategy so, consistent as that of Algeria 

it is necessary to appreciate the historical and institutional roots of the 

fix-price economy and the role of t~ public sector. Section II outlines 
"f 

these, and provides a set of indicators describing the structure of the-.. 
economy beforO! the first oil price Ibcrease. The main, distinctive elements-
of the strategy are brought out in Section III: they reflect (a) the 

priorities of the Algerian government and (b) the natural resource endowment 

of the countty. The section also analyses the evolution of structural 



indicators after the oil price increase. and notes the unusual development of 

the controlled Algerian economy by comparison with other oil-expor:..ing 

countries. 

Section IV develops a fix-price equilibrium macroeconomic mod~l of 

the Algerian economy. tailored to refiect its institutions and the objectives 

of government. The model is used to investiga:~ the importance of rationing 

in the goods market, and the consequent involuntary holding of cash balances 

by the private sector, liS an explanation of the Algerian pattern. In ~ection 

'.J the model is estimat.ed econometrically using techniques developed b" Fair 

and Jaffee (1972) an.! Amemiya (1974) to incorP.Q.rate -splllove~s.~uC"'pCr·cha6tri'K . . ,,' ~ - ' .' 

power due to the rationing of conlJumer demand. The results are of . f..~t-e[,I!-s-t: . 

for two reasons: they offer evidence ~f significant -spillover- effects on 

demand for real money bslances, and they provide coefficient estimates for a 

price-responsive model of Algerian demand behavior. These, in turn, permit an 

assessment of how Algeria might have adjusted in the absence of rationing and 

price controls. Section VI offers concluding comments. 

II. Origins of the Fix-Price Economy and the Algerian Development Strategy. 

The Algerian development strategy was first enunciated during th~ 

eight-year revolution which led to Algerian independence, and its substance 

was shaped by the bitter and costly nature of th~ war. Although th~ Algerian 

leadership has been characterized by factionalism reflecting differences in 

political outlook, generation and role,l! the pssential e.ements . of 

11 For analyses see Quandt (1970), Zartman (1975). 

II 
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I 
development policy appear t~ have been accepted by almost all groups. These 

elements can be summarized in tr:ree general principles: .lI 

(1) 	 Algeria should develop from a ~ocialist perspective; income 
equalization was to be encouraged across regions and 
individuals. Growth and empl?yment creation were important 
objectives. 

(2) 	 Economic poUcy shodd promote self-reliance and minimise long
run dependence on foreign financiAl and technical assistance. 

(3) 	 Economic planning was t~e responsibility of the State but should 
include SGw~ participation by workers. 

The 	 economic history of post-il;dependence Algeria can be divided into 

three phase3. The constitution of Sept~ber 1962 established Algeria as a one 

party socialist republic vi th Ahmed Ben Bella as president. After three .yeus. 

he was toppled in a bloodless coup ·which placed Houar·t Boumedierre (l9~5-78) in 

the presidency. Boumediene was followed by ChadliBenjeG'!. Each president 

implemented a different policy regime, but all are best considered as 

~~phasising different aapects of the three general principles. 

Ben Bella adopted a pragmatic approach towards the major goal of 

reconstituting the econo~ after the revolution. He focused on the promotion 

of light industry (especially consumer goods) and on agrarian reform in the 

wake of a massive exodus of French colons during and after the revolution. 

Management of the abandoned industrial and agricultural firms was entrusted to 
• r 

workers (the autogestion pro~ram). An assessment of Ben Bella's contribution 

suggests that economic performance was disappointing anci that problems of -4i 

chronic rural and urban labo~ surplus in particular had not be,n resolved. 

(Mallarde, '-1975». While estimates are unreliable, perhaps t7o-thirds of the 

11 	 The documents enumeracing the Algeriah ' principles I)f development art;;: 
Program of Tripoli, May 1962; ConBtitution, September 1963; Charter of 
Algiers, April 1964; National Cha~~~!~ June 1976; Constitution, November 
1976; Three-Year Plan, (1967-1969); Four-Year Plan (1970-1973); Four-Year 
Plan (1974-1977); :ive-Year Plan (1980-1984). 



rural and one-fou~th of the urban labor forces were un-or under-employed.ll 

But the period carkci the emergence of "la nouvelle c'lasse" - a middle class 

of public sector bureaucrats. technocrats an~ ~anagers - ~hich ~as ~o play an 

increasin&ly important role in future years. 

Boumedicne's accession in June 1965 ~arked a major shift in Algerian 

develorment policy. Influen~ed by Francois Perroux and G. Destanne de Bemis, 

a strategy was formulated of industrialisation, integration of domestic 

industry and closing off the economy to foreign influences. Drawing on the 

work of Hirschman, "industrialising" industries - those vit~l strong back....ard 

and forw.ud linkages -- were to develop the economy 21, 
Heavy producer-goods industries (steel. petrochemicals w- !eT'Cl-rne'rsy · 

were believed by Destanne de Bernis to _promise the strongest linkages. The 

role of the hydrocarbon sector was considered particularly crucial: a 

"premi-!r industrialising industry·, it -pr~sed a source of investment demand, 

raw materials for downstream processing a.::t1vi ties and rt:"ource rents to fund 

industrialisation. Perroux's study of "growth poles" s~ge~ted that regional 

integration would best be achieved by establishing new industrial centres at 

Arzew, Sklkda and Annaba although they had scal! existing industrial bases. 

Finally, the objective of becoming a closed economy was heavily influenced by.. 
the 	work of Samir Amin, which identified a dependent economy as one vith 

export and luxury consume::- goods <IS dominant sectors an.: ' _ ..~elf reliant" 

economy as one which included the production of pr01ucer goods and 

necessities. • 
11 	 Estimates ,of Ministere de la Planif1cation. 

21 	 The intellectual origins of the Algerian strategy are discussed by 
Raffinot and Jacquemot (1977). 
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1ne shift 1n development policy involved a strengthening of the 

planning mechanism, initiation of a sustained public investment drive and a 

program of consumption austerity to finance capitai accumulation. Over 1967

72 investment rose fro~ 21.7% to 25.5% or GOP while private con!lucption fell 

,:rom 58.9% :'0 55.2%. Cver 1970-72 parastatal investl!lent (representing the 

productive role of the public sector) rose by 60% in noeinal teros and direc t 

investment (representing its infraAtructural role) ~f 50:, as the scalI 

private in-'estlllent component (esticated residually) halved. 

The BenJedid rresidency has been marked by a modera.r::t.on.n,t.,. rl\~ , 

capital accumulation and central planning fea~ure8 of ~he Boumediene era. 

rhis movement began in Boumediene's last years, as la nouvelle classe of 

technocrats gained greater power, but Boumediene's death and Benjedid'~ 

accession in 1978 accelerated the process. More recent economic policy, as 

exemplified by the Fiv~Year PlaQ of 1980-1984, has placed greater stress on 

development of consumer-good industries ~"d hAS introduced the market price 

mechanism for some agricultural products. 

Thus, even at the start of the 1970s, the Algerian economy displayed 

distinctive structural characteristics. The ratio of total absorption of 

toods and services relative to the nonmining ec·on~cy.!! was high by 

international standards at 123%. The excess vas ~_nanced mainly by oil 

~xports but remittances of Alg'eria,s working abroad and foreign assistance.. 
a150 contributed significantl). Private consumptl'on represented 65% of 

•nominal nonmining GDP, how~ver, against an international norm of 66% of total 

GDP for a typic&l developing country at Algeria's level of incomp. per 

l! 	For purposes of international co.:nparison it is necessary to divide the 
economy into mining and nonmining rather than oil and nonoil. Tnis 
introduces only minor errors, since oil dominates the mining sector in the 
co~ntries considered. 
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head.1l Pu~ .. ic consUClption at 18% slightly exceeded the nOr1D of 14%, but the 

high absorption ratio YaS almost entirely due to public investment, which at 

4l~ stood twice as high as its -noroal" ratio. It is estimated that more than 
-

S5% of total investment was that of central governcent or public enterprises. 

In production structu:e too. Algeria's economy vas distinctive. The 

mining 5ector. with the equivalent of 18% of nonmining output in 1972. was of 

course a dominant sector. Agriculture provided only lit of nonmining outp~t 

(against a norm of 25%) and manufacturing industry 16% (norm 20%). These 

disparitiep reflected the size of construction (13% ~ga1nst a norm of 5%) and 

a service sector 50mewhat larger than norma!. Over~II, the nonoil tradeabIe 

sectors (agriculture and manufacturing) were smaller by som~ 18% of nonmining 

output than "normal" for a typical ncnoll country at Algeria's level of 

development. This reflected (a) disruption of agricultural and industrial 

production by the exodus of the French, (b) high investment rat~s in the 

middle of th£ first Four-Year Plan (s~e below) and (c) the financing of 

imports through oil. aid and remittances rather than noneil exports. In this 

sense. Algeria suffered quite severely from the "Dutch Disease" before 1974. 

The nonoil tradeable sectors in Venezuela and Nigeria, for example. w~-e only 

14% and 9% below their -normal- ievels relative to their respective nonot! 

econOtTlies. 

III. Th~ Response to Righer 011 Prices 

•Over 1974-78 Algeria's domestic oil windfall averaged 22% of 

nonmining GDP and over 1979-S1 30%. For comparison. the (unweighted) averages 

for Ecuador. !Lldones1 a. Sigeria, Trinidad and Venezuela for the two ~riod8 

11 The norms are ~9ticated from Chenery and Syrquin (1975). 
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were 21% and 22% respecti~e~y. Over 1974-78 Algeria was, however, distinctive 

in it~ propensity to augment the windfall by borrowing abroad. As indicated 

in Figure I, the trade and nonfactor service deficit increased, relative to 

it£. case over 19JO-72, by the equivalent of 4.3% of nonmining GOP. The 

current balance deteriorated by 9.8: of nonmining GOP. Figure 1 also 

illustrates that the oil-exporting comparators reduced their trade and current 
• 

def1c1tsby 7.5 % and 8.7% respectively, so cutting the impact of the windfall 

on absorption by one-third. Algeria therefore reacted as an ·ultra resource 

constrained· economy to the first oil shock, taking advantage of its improved 

credit- worthiness to boost absorption almost -twice as mucb ~s tt8 compa~a~~~ 

average. The initial response to the second oil J)'tfce rise \l8S fal--OIfO..5c.: , . 

typical of the other oil exporters and more restrained, wit~an 8.9: shift to 

trade surplus relative to the base period. This represents an absorption 

contraction equivalent to 13.2% of nonmining GOP relative to 1974-78. 

Over 1971:,--78 only 17% of increased absorption afforded by higher 011 

revenues and borrowing went to private and public consumption, (5% the latter) 

as indicated in Figure 1~ The remaining 83% went to boost investment 

fu!"ther, to the remarkable level of 72% of nonmining GOP by 1977. To a 

considerable extent this s~rategy was reversed during the Benjedid perio~ of 

1979-81; trade deficits were reduced, private and Dublic consumption increased 

and investment cut by the equivalent of 13% of nonmining GO~. 


- -f 

Over 1973-79, the estimated share of public in total investment rose 


further"~om 86% to 92%. The breakdown of public investmen. by sector is 

1/ 	 The null projection for consumption and investment underlying Figure 1 

follows the gro~h of the nonmining ec~~omy and the changing proportions 

of absorption according to the norms of (;~Ienery and S~'!'quin (19/5) which 

predict a fall in consump.~ion's share with growth of output/head. The 

null projections for trade and nonfactor service deficits therefore are 

constant, relative to nonmining GOP at their 1970-72 levels. 
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given in Tables la and lb. The Tables indicate the extent to which invest~ent 

was concentrated in the capital-intensive industrial sectors, notably in 

hydrocarbon development. 10 1963 a public enterprise, SONATIL~CH, was 

established to act as a channel for st&te expenditures in the hydrocarbon 

industry and its scope was b ! " ldily extended over the following years. By 

1970 it controlled roughly half of the overall activity of the hydrocarbon 

sector, with a dominant role in exploration and domestic distribution but only 

a minor share in oil, LNG and petrochemical production. By 1980 all oil 

production and all but 5% of exploration activity was under the control of 

SONATRACH. This represents a remarkable achievement giv.en that: ir'i" l··9--S·)' ,. 

foreign administrators and technicians in the hydrocar50nlleetc£.....'bA.~. .. _ • 

outnumbered Algerians by nearly 4 to 1.!1 

The high priority accorded to hydrocarbon investment resulted from 

two factors. As noted above, it was held to exemplify the premier 

Nindus':.rial1sing- industry. The development strategy of the 1970s also 

stressed the importance of Algeria's natural gas fields, estimated as the 

fourth largest in the world, in contrast to its limited proven oil reserves 

which were projected to be exhausted by the end of the century. As outlined 

in Bechtel's NHydrocarbon Development Plan: 1976~2000-. rapid depletion of. , 

oil was envisaged as £ natural first stage with the proceeds earmarked for the 

creation.of a viable natural gas export industry. Over the second half of the.. 
1970s So'~trach was host to 27 -macroprojects- (each with a capital cost over 

-USSI00mttlion), a greater number than any other single institution in the • 

-
l! 	The urgency of the drive to control the oil sector was partly impelled by 

the experiences of the 1960s when it was discovered that, while 44% of the 
gross ~~ofits earned by public oil corporations accrued to the Treasury, 
vnly 17% of profits earned by privately owned companies accrued as tax or 
royalty: see Conway (1982), p. 40, Table 8. 

http:creation.of
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a/t!Table la: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Industry 53.2 53.5 .5 38.6 

Agriculture & fisheries 8.5 5.5 3.3 6.0 

Water development 5.3 4.6 2.4 5.7 

Tourism 2.5 1.0 0.4 0.9 

Economic infrastruc
ture·and transportation 1.0 9.3 8.5 12.7 

Construction 1.2 1.9 .. ·. 3.9 5.0 

Housing 5.3 11.2 12.8 U.O 

Education and 9.9 7.6 7.4 10.5 

Social infrastructure 
administration & others 7.1 5.4 4.8 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: World Bank. 

a/ Investments for 1970-77 are realized; the later years are planned amounts. 
b/ Including public invesement. 

Hyd rocarbons 51.3 4-1.0 48.5 41.6 40.8 ... 
'f... 

Producer gg?ds
industries.;;.,: 30.7 38.4 34.1 34.1 .1 -

It •...Consumer goods£! 11.9 " l4.6 16.1 18.8 22.5 

a/ for 1980-84. 
b/ constructiop., materials. 

textiles, leather, wood and papers1 

Source: World Bank .. 

2ealhed planned 

, , 
artisanal products. 



developing world.!! the 19805 had become world fS 

LNG , and gas waS also being to under the Mediterranean. 

Within manufacturing, investment focusud on (producer 

sectors at the expense of light (consumer good sectors, although the share 

of the latter (and that of housing) tended to rise with the shift in the 

developDent str towards increas after 1978. 

Agricultural investment's share fell thro~~hout the 1970s to only 3: 

of the total. The sector underwent many institutional in the 1970s 

including the land redistribution of the Agrariaa Revolution of 1971, but 

continued to perform poorly with the C'OM«iMIIo:.&1?,(:,~ <~ha,t one class of.·.:::c·Rs·umer 

goods - food - continued to be impor.l;.e<i_, 

Algerian public investment has two components. which may be 

distinguished institutionally and by function. The infrastructura1 

component directly financed by the Treasury (on average. around one third of 

the total) has been steady over time. The investment of public 

enterprises has been more volatile. It 1s financed by (i) loans 

Bank and similar domestic financial 

institutions, (ii) medium-term credits from domestic co~ercial banks and 

banks and with of the(iii) external credits 

Finance Ministry. In the early 19705, Treasury savings financed about 55% of 

the public investment program. Much of the remainder vas financed by the 

excess of domestic pr~ate savings over private investment. but foreign 

also financed small share~ The increase in oil taxes ted.. 
the Treasury to fund of the program OVfr 1974-78. Neve:the1es8. 

11 See Murphy (1982). 

Convay (1982). p. 52. Table 14. 



over 1973-79, the ~rivate sa?lngs surplus channeled to fund the public 

investment program (estimated as a residual from the pu~lic budget and foreign 

accounts) represented on (unweighted) average, 7.6% of lIont:ltning GnP. 

The siz'=! of the AlE!erir.n investment prog.8I:I raises three questions 

for the adjustment of the nonoil e~onomy. First, how could so massive a 

program be reconciled with the scarr.ity of domestic reoourc~s rela:ive to 

foreign windfalls and borrowing? Second, how did govp.rnment manage to extract 

so large a share of savings income to finance public accl~ulat10n? Thi~d, 

what has been the impact of the Algerian growth and investme~: trajectories on 

the sectoral structure of the nonoil ' e~~~. ,_' . 
, " / .-", 

Roughly two thirds of total .. investment is estimated to have c.ons1.sted 

of imported capital go~ds in 1974, and over 40% in 1975.!i This nigh import 

intensity followed from the sectoral distribution of investment. Certain 

large hydrocarbon projects typically have a direct import component of SO% 

with the domestic component being largely construction~ The high import 

component lessened the demand for domestic goods which moderated pressure on 

the domestic economy; it also facilitated borrowing through suppliers' credits 

which ~~presented 41% of public outstanding and disbursed debt by 1977. .. 
Nevertheless. the construction sector expanded its (constant-price) share in 

nonmining value added from 13.4% to 20.8% over 1972-81. 

So massive a shift tOYards investment goods would normally be 

associated with substantial real exchange rate appreciation•. The real rate 
. 

actually depreciated in Algeria however, from an index of 100 over 1970-72 to• 
1/ Conway (1982), page 47, Table 11. 

2/ Value added in construction is typically less than half of gross output, 
and the sector is known t o ~~port a high proportion of intermediates in 
Algeria. Gross construction expenditures therefore far overstate its 
domestic resource content. 



an estioated average of 91 over 1973-79.!f This contrasts with real 

appreciation of 30-40% in such market-oriented economies elS Indonesia and 

Nigeria. Real depreciation was associated with low increases in administered 

prices (see Figure 2) which, though higher than their rates over 1970-72, 

rarely exceeded 11%. Import prices thus tended to rise relative to domestic 

prices, and the adminis i ered domestic price structure moved rather uniformly . 

as between major categories of production and demand. 

In COMmon with other developing countries, Algeria manifesterl a high 

income elasticity of demand for money. For MI, it stood at around 2.0 for the 

period 1967-50 \Ii th respect to nonmining inco~e.li · E.-veil. in 1970-72 an 

unusually high share of !il was composed of curremry" cl'r"eulating outs~de banks, 

and this tended to increase over time rather than to decline as is usual with 

deepening financial intermediation. Over 1970-81 currency holdings increased 

from 25% to 42% of nonmining GOP, and the bulk is known to have been held by 

the private sector. This implied a continuous fall in the money multiplier 

and large seigniorage gains to the Central Bank, as shown in Figure 2. 

Seigniorage averaged 7.5% of nonmining GDP over 1973-79, virtually equal to 

the internal public financing gap as residually estimated above • 

.The exceptional propensity to hold cash absorbed 'about one-third of 

the domestic savings pool generated outside the Treasury over 1974-79, almost 

three times the corresponding average ratio fir the above five comparator oil 
... 

--• l! The real rate here is measured as the pro~ction defiat~r for nonmining• 
GDP relative to the U. S. dollar price of manufactures imported by 
developing countries adjusted by the nominal u.s. ~cllar/Dinar exchange 
rate. The trade weighted real exchange rate also depreciated to 91 over 
1974-78. 

y 	 A similarly high propensity to hold cash 'balances has been noted for the 
centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe by Portes and \Unter (1980). 
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exporters despite their generally higher inflation rates'!! It represents a 

second leakage (after imported capital goods) from the multiplier process 

normally initiated by large increases in public investments out of oil 

revenues. Algeria's high propensity to hold money balances appears to have 

resulted from rationing in markets for both private consumption and investment 

goods, and to have been facilitated by moderate upward adjustment of 

administered prices and the low interest rates (2% - 4%) available on 

alternative financial assets. The strength of the public accumulation drive 

"crowded out" private consumption and the accumulation of real assets. 

Therefore, rather than further containing a moderate rise in -....ge rates 

relative to product p~ices or increasing a rate .oir nmfd'fr-tax'ation high by the 

standards of oil exporters (around 25% of nonmining GOP), Algeria opted for a 

strategy of deferring private consumption. As captured econom~trically in 

Section V, financial claims were built up against the state, and their real 

unit value declt:ased only slowly over time through inflation. 

Increased investment did not rapidly :ranslate into accelerated 

output. growth, although over 1972-78 the norr;,~:! ·:ing economy grew at a very 

respectable 9.0%. This is partly beCs.·lse b ·, ·n had represented a period of 

Lecovery from the disruption of the Revolution, but in the 1970s incremental 

capita:-ou~put ratios (IeORS) were h!gh and rising 1n the nonhydrocarbon 

economy-5.5 over 1970-73,5.7 ovar 1974-77 and 7.0 over 1978-79.3.! ~y.. 
--

Seigniorage (the tent accruing to gover,ment for its monopoly norma!iy 
approximated by tte creation of fiat money normally accounts for around 
1.5% to 2.5% of COP in developing countries. Morgan (1978) has noted the 
tendency for money stocks to rise unusually rapidly in the oil expnrters, 
but even within this group Algeria is exceptional. 	 . 

y 	 Output and investment valued in constant 1978 dinars and output lagged one 
year. 



were far higher in the hydrocarbon sector since real output remained constant 

over 1973-77 despite the sector receiving one quarter of public investment. 

Real hydrocarbon output expanded by 11% over 1977-79 and contracted sharply 

thereafter because of marketing constraints due to Frice resistance, economic 

slowdown and energy conservation in maj or markets. 

Increased capital intensity of production did not, either, have as a 

counterpart a rise in labor productivity. Employment in the hydrocarbon 

sector grew from 10,000 to 92,000 over 1967-80, but, with static output, 

average labor productivity in the sector declined to offset totally this shift 

to a high value-added/man sector. Productivity changes in the nonhydrocarbon 
o:"i 

economy, both within sectors and resultingftom compos1t.1Anal shifts between 

sectors, have just offset the effect of 8 risi-fltr llb6rforce share in 

hydrocarbonsrl! Algeria's performance appears to have fallen a little behind 

that of other oil exporters, which usually experienced larger overall 

productivity gains over the period. 

The 	 sectoral evolution of Algeria's nonmining economy after 1972 was, 

however, distinctive. Des~ite an average annual increase of 0.82% in the 

constant-price share of const!uction in nonmining GOP over 1972-81, rapid 

expansion of manufacturing resulted in the tradeable sectors -- taken as 

agriculture and ~anufacturing -- raising their share by 0.68% relative to 

their -normal- evolution in an economy developing at Algeria's level of 

income/head and rate~ By 1981, Algeria's -Dutch Disease Index· -- defined 
'f .. 
--

This excludes small'productivity gains made possible by the absorption of 
part-time agricultural workers by growth of other employment at 7.0% over 
1967-80. 

2/ 	 Agriculture and manufacturing wo~ld normally have seen their aggregate 

share contract by 0.54% per year according to the Chenery-Syrquin norm. 

They expanded their share in the nonmining econoClY by 0.14% annually in 

Algeria. 




as the imbalance between noncining tradeables and nontradeables relative to 

the size of the nonmining economy -- had almost halved. falling b~low the 

corresponding indices for Nigeria. Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela. The 

pervasive system of state controls. while contributing to lower effectiveness 

of resource use. played soce p~rt in limiting the skewing of the economy away 

froc nonoil tradeables by reducing multiplier effects ecanating from public 

investment expenditures. 

IV. A "Fix-price" Equilibrium Hodel for Algeria. 

As the preceding sections indicate. pervasive government control of 

economic activity has been the fundamenta·l- ci'lat'atte·ristlc. of the Arpri~ 

econo:uy. Commodi ty and factor prices are fixe4, .. ·,,~the mark-et-s· dearl.,-g

through queuing, rati:'lning and (rarely) unsold surplus. Investment is 

undertaken almost exclusively by the government, and the technologies selected 

have been on average highly capital-intensive. This type of economy is best 

modelled by fixed coefficient production technologies and the fix-price 

equilibrium co~cept as put forward by Dreze (1915), Benassy (1975) and 

Halinvaud (1977). There are two major insights of such an analysis: 

(a) Rationing in goods and labor markets is consistent with equilibrium; 

in particular, Algerian consumers of final goods and those Restring work are 

rationed.(b)Rationing in one market can lead to "spillovers" into other 

markets. The most notable such spillover in Algeria is from rationing in the 

goods market into forced saving, largely in the form of increased mone' 

balance holdings. • 
Production Decisions. 

In a fix-price equilibrium, in any period t, . the quantity actually 

transacted does not reflect both the quantity supplied and demanded at the 



fixed prices, but only the lesser of the two. In uc aggregate model with tWO 

markets -- non-hydrocarbon output (Y t )!! and labor (Lt ) -- market clearing 

conditions are: 

0) 


where sand d are superscripts denoting supply and demand, respectively. 

Output supply and labor demand are determined by firma -- in Algeria, mostly 

government-owned - which are aasumed to· F.3d-.2~/~e:!fi(:i'1~hr.il' .. ua1Elfl a. g.:L-.te--:v 

stock of capital (K t ) and labor in f1x~~.p_rop~.t.~~.;!l · '·nie'(:)utiru-tJ}...*~.. 
ratio is l/a; the output/capital ratio ia S. 

(3) 

The firm'e demand for labor is a fixed proportion a of the equilibrium level 

of output; it can be limited either by the size of the capital stock, or by 

demand for the firm's output • 

.. 
(4) L~ • min(aY:, aSK t ) 

'f 
. l! 	In the inl~rests of examining the impact ~f increased oil and natural gas 

rents on the rest of the economy, the ~yd~carbon sector is treated as a 
separate "export enclave." Although not IJrictly true, this is a useful• aimplication. 	 

11 	 The gover~ment sets the factor intensity of production th~ough long-term 
plans. This tends to "lock in" productive technology choices, and leads 
to production havIng fixed-coefficient characteristics. Inefficiency in 
production is also a major iSSloe for >Jgerian planners, but is abstracted 
from here. 
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If, for example, aggregate demand were less than full capacity output, the 

constraint on labor would be the first term in parentheses. 

Private-sector Behavior. 

Private consumers are assumed to make their consumption and money 

balance holding decisions through intertemporal utility oaximisation taking 

; \ ;' , . ·,.Jnt present constraints on labor demand and goods supply. This 

·' .i~" . : ' is reformulated in each period t.l! Individual decis10n-1Uking is 

aggregated to obtain macroeconomic functions ror estimation. 

Consumption and money-balan~e holding choices for individual i will 

then depend on initial money holdings (mit-I)' present after-tax real wages 
w(I- Xit0-T » and expected future after-tax wages. U>.t 

t 
A utility-maximizing individual will have desired consumptf01t" ie.Uu~d 

by the following function: 

(5) 

where T is the time horizon of the individual and r the rate of time 

preference. The first term is consumption out of present after-tax income; 

(liT) is the fraction of total disco~~ted income to be consumed in anyone 

period, while 6 reflects the relations~ip between expecled future lubor income •. . 
and present realised income. The second term represents consumption out of 


real balances •
.. 
'f.. 
-. 

A mathematical presentation of the deci~ion-mak1ng process is given inl! ••- Appendix 1. 

11 (vt/P ) is the real annual wage in period t for a fully employedt
individual. Xi is the fraction of desired annual ~mployment which the 
individual spenas working. T is the ad-valorem tax on labor income.t 



Individual demand for real ~alances is determined analogously. 

Note that the two summed together equal total disposable wealth in period t: 

The individual has two choices for allocation 

of wealth -- consume. or save to the form nf money balances. 

Aggregate consumption and real balance demand 	 behavi:Jr is found 

LS ',. 
f "through sUMming across private individuals. There are individuals 1n 

t 

L8 

period t desiring full employment; t t xi t 18 t he -1'IV:lOO~ 9 L~~.P t . 
. .l' ~ 'Y ' 

i-1 
employed individuals equivalent to perio~-t employment . .. , 

S
L

(7) C - t «6/T)(w /Pt)(1-tt)Xit + «1+r)/T)(a /P »t t	 it_
1 t

i-1 

S
L

(8) Ht/P - r (mit/p ) - (1-6/T»(wtLt/Pt)\I-~t) + (1-(I+r)/T)H _1/Pt t	 t t
i-I 

Labor supply is assumed to be inelastic at any point in time, but to 

gro_ at a constant rate (n). 1! Unemployment iG the difference between labor 

supply and de~and u ... 

'f
.. 
--•

1! 	 In the Algerian case, extensive government control of em?loyment, wages 
and pri~es has reduced incentives to increased productivity and may have 
eliminated the poq~~~ility of a labor-leisure tr~de-off in the formal 
sector. The ass~~ption that the labor fcrce either works full time or is 
unemploy~d seems a reasonable approximation. 



nt
(9 ) .. L e 

o 

Government. 

The 	government's operations are separated into hy~rocarbon and non
.

hydrocarbon compon~nts; each has associated e,.enditures and revenue3. Ye 

abstract froo hydrocarbon investments, which r~present essentially an effort • 
to stretch out the time profile of rents by effecting a transition from oil to 

nAtural ga~. Revenues in excess of ~xpenditures in the hydrocarbon sector 

(q E }l! are available for ~se by the government in the non-hydrocarbon
t t 

sector. Public revenues also come from foreign borrowing (B t ), taxation of 
. w "'t. ..	 . . .tlabor income (T ~ L ), public-enterprise profits (w - Y - (-pt,tt) a~t	 t tt t 

money creation (at). 

Net hydrocarbon receipts and foreign borrowing ability are considered 

autonomous since they are mainly determined by external factors. Money 

cr~ation is the residual source of government financing, as defined below~ 

Government expenditures in the non-hydrocarbon sector are either 

investment (It) or co~sumption (G t ). The government investment program aies 

to eliminate unemployment. It responds to the availability of foreign 

exchange since a large proportion of capital goods is imported. In the 

simplest formulation: 

11 	 Hydrocarbon production is assumed to be fonstant .~ . in physical volume for 
each period in the theoretical section•• Actual volumes are used for 
econometric purposes, with net revenues from the sector following from 
subtracting hydrocarbon investments. 

2/ 	 Internal bond financing, a minor feature of the Algerian economy, is 

assumed away. 
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).(0) .. 0 
(10) 

More generally, it can be assumed that investment and the accumulation of 

capital creates its own dynamic, so that planned investment 1s related to the 

capital stock (whose rapid growth is, in the last resort, financed by oil 

receipts), but that fluctuations in the availability of foreign exchange cause 

deviations around that trend: 

(lOa) 

In both cases A is a speed of adjustment dependent on the number of 

unemployed. Investment therefore proceeds at a steady growth rate, Ail' 

except in periods of increased or decreased foreign financing. i1 represents 

the dependence "of the investment program on the availability of foreign 

exchange. As i2 increases, reliance on foreIgn fln~clng sources rises, so 

that fluctuations In those sources have larger repercussions on the level of 

f~vestment undertaken. Greater dependence coul~ ~ither be due to higher 

!~port intensity In investment projects. or greater complementarity betwee~ 

domestic and foreign capital goods; 
'f ... 

Government consumption (G~) is assumed to represent a constant 

fraction (g) of non-hydrocarbon oull>ut • ... 
(11) G "" g + gYtot 

-Mt -Mt 1Money creation (St - )' is the final source of governmentM _
 
t l 


financing, and is determined residually by the excess of expenditures over 


other sources of financing 6S the budget deficit is monetised. 
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M 1 'It 
(12 ) (~) • (G -. - T -- L ) + It - (B + q E ) P t t t P t t t tt t 

The first right-hand term represents the current expendi~ure deficit; the 

second, spending for investment; the third. foreign exchange financing 

sources. 

In Algeria. current non-hydrocarbon government revenues have roughly 

equalled current govern3en~ expenditures. Capital investment expenditures 

have thus been financed mainly through fo.~.!ll~i "lX~ll"nge or IIIQNt~ .~ F.:.~~.i 

sources, and, to a degree. domes tic bot:r,Qv.i,ng • . 

The non-hydrocarbon balance of payments, which is also under 

exclusive government control, is then: 

(13) (x -1M ) + (B + Q_ E ) - 0t t t ~ t 

where (X -1M) is the net export of non-hydrocarbon products.
t t 


Aggregate Demand. 


Aggregate demand can be assembled from these elements: 
• 

One decomposition of this relationship (using (7), (10), (Ii> and (13» 

indicates both the dependencl! of aggregate demcnd on equilibrium values of Yt 

and Lt and the principal exogenous variables which induce demand: 

w M 
(14a) Yd _ ! (- t)(l-T)L + gY + (l+r) _t-1 + 'i 'i K ('i 1)( B ) h + hit + h 2- qtEt+ tt T P t t t T P 0t t 
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Increased real balances, planned investment and labor income all serve to 

stimulate aggregate demand~ The effect of (q E +B ), however, is ambiguous.
t t t 

Through raising investment it stimulates Y:, but through firiancing imports it 

permits demand to be switched abroadr1i 

.~other decompOSition of (14) defines aggregate demand in terms of 

its sources: 

w 
(I4b) yd _ C + 1r + T ~ L + e (M Ip) 

t t t t P t t t ~L.x_, ~ 

The first right-hand side variable is private consumption demand; the second 

~nd third are together government demand out of current income; and :he final 

component is government demand financed by the monetisation of the budget 

deficit • 

Non-Walrasian Equilibrium-Regimes. 

d . s dThe levels of Yt' Y ' and L will depend upon the economy'st t 

equilibrium output and labor use levels. Four equilibrium conditions, or 

regimes, are possible. There could be excess supply of both labor and output 

(Y - ydtand L - Ld ); thi~ is called the regime of Keynesian unemploymentt t t 

(KEY). This could be excess demand in both markets (Y t .. yS t and L - L s t);t .. 
this is the Repressed Inflation (REP) regime. There could b. excess demand.. 

(y _ yS and L for goods and excess supply of labor 	 - L d ,:t; this is thet t t ". 
Classical •Onemployment (CLA) regime. Finally, balance in bot'!\ markets 

Y 	 This formulation differs from the conventional Salter-Swan model 
underlying most analysis of oil economies because increased foreign 
exchange availability is not allowed to bid up non-traded good prices; the 
government shifts domestic resources to non-traded good production ~nd 
meets traded-good demand through increased consumer imports. 
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LS(y _ y~ _ yd and L - - Ld ) is the ~alrasian equilibrium (WAL)~
t t t t t t . -

Thesc four regimes span the set of possible co~~inations of Y and L. 
t-\_l K 

t
Transforming variables into per capita terms (m - - ---s-' k . t 1 t LS

L 
t tand 	so forth) permi ts , a diagrammatic examination of the regimes as in Picard 

(1983). There are thrce boundary conditions for the econo~ -- the 

combinations where one or both markets clear wi th,)ut r~tioning. 

~alrasian equilibrium is characterized by unrationed equilibria in 

markets for both labor and output and a government budget constraint. 

Manipulation of these conditions yields the \lalras1.tn valul!.g...;.of' real- ba!-1mces 

and the capi tal stock sholo71l in Figuce 3: Y 

OS) k*  as 

(16) m* • T [.!..::s. - ! z* + (bt+qtet)] • (T-6 ) [.!..:B. + b + q e ]
PaT 	 1-6n' a t t t 

These values are invariant with respect to time so long as there are no shifts 

in government poUcy or in external financing. The equiUbrium level of real 

balances depends negatively upon the government consumpticn decision (g); as 

government consumption rises, private consumption must fall through lower 

consumption out of real balances. An increased nonoil trade deficit (b +q e )
t t t 

not offset by increased public spending has the opposite effect, since it.. 
increase! leakages via imports of consumer goods. The variable z~ is full 

employmetrt per capita disposable wage incolile. The second equality follows 

11 	 'rhe other combination -- excess supply or go~s and excess demand for 
labor -- could not occur in this model, which does not allow inventory 
accumulation. It also seems a remote possibility for Algeria. 

11 	 Equations un~erlying the following discussion ~re provided in Appendix 2. 

http:lalras1.tn
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Figure 3 

Ax-Price and Walrcsian equilibria 
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from the time-invariance of and ,!" Walrasian equilibrium. In steadymt Pt 

state money creation occurs at the labor growth rate which imposes a long-run 

government budget constraint. The Walrasian output per capita is fixed. 

(17) .,* - a 
1 

(18) pIp - 0 

(l9) a - n 

Away from Walrasian equilibrium, the regime CLA is characterised by 

underemployment and Mtoo highM levels of real balances leading to excess 

demand for output; the regime KEY mayor may not be characterized by 

sufficient capital stock to employ everyone, but has insufficient demand to 

generate full capacity employment due to Mtoo lowM levels of real money 

balances. Regime REP represents excess decand for goods and excess productive 

capacity leading to excess demand for labor. 

The level of capital where the labor' force is fully employed recains 

1as- in non-Walrasian equilibrium, and defines the vertical boundary between 

REP and CLA. The level of re4t money balances per capit~ which sets supply .. 
and demand for product equal a: given prices, and separates REP and KEY, is 

increasing in,k as a result of!desired disinvestment. The diagonal boundary 

betveen eLA and KEY is defined by the condit.ion that increased capacity 

creates its own demand for output; as consumption is a fraction of output, 

real balances must be higher to ensure the equality. 
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The Government's Role. 

Government policy is an important determinant of the equilibrium 

regimes. l"i.rst, it controls the capital intensity of production through the 

planning process. Increasing as vill decrease the capita1 intensity of 

production; this would make full employment more accessible, by moving the 

Walrasian equilibrium point in Figure 3 to th~ left. (This could be effected 

by a shift in the mix of investment from highly capital-intensive sectors to 

less capital-intensive ones; for example, from cement production to textiles.) 

Second, it can regulate government consumption (g) or taxation (T) 

during the adjustment process. Raising g or lowering T causes incre«lred 

demand for product and a higher rate of mcney creation (9), leading to '· a lower 

Walrasian level of real money balances and a greater probability of excess 

demand for goods (the CLA and KEY regimes). 

Third, it can regulate the speed with which it pursues a goal of full 

employment through varying the planned growth rate of investment 

(H ); higher H 1 increases the slope of CLA-KEY and KEY-REP boundaries.
l 

Fourth, the government can alter its demand for domestic goods by 

varying the dependence of its investment on foreign sources of financing. 

Increasing i2 represents an increase in reliance on foreign sources: for 

fixed qtEt+B , this will lead to increased aggregate demand as in 04a). Itt 

vill also increase the variability of It around planned levels. The CLA-KEY 

and REP-KEY boundaries in Figure 3 become less ste~. 

• •The government cannot, however, regulate money creation (6) 

directly; that depends on its ftnanci~g needs which are determined by the 

instruments I, T. g and external factors. A strongly capital- and import-

intensive development strategy corr~sponds to a lov aBo 
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Algeria: a Classical Unemployment E~uilibri~. 

Data are insufficient to test whether Algeria is i.n REP, KEY or CtA 

in Figure 3, or at the ~alrasian equilibrium.!! H~wever, the available 

evidence strongly suggests that the economy has been in CU, since widespread 

un- and under-employment has coexisted with excess demand for a broad range of 

consumer goods. This is closely linked to increased 011 income and .:fonHgn 

borrowing over the past decadE, as may be seen from the effect of higher net 

hydrocarbon revenues on the boundsries of Figure 3. 

By equations (15) and (16) the ~alrasian capital stock per head k* is 

constant but m* rises; with desired investment ra'ees I1m!ted !tr labor ~~e. 

growtl. 011 revenues imply a higher nono11 trade deficit for extet"nal" balane-e.· 

which must be achieved by rel4Y.t~~ import restrictions. To ~aintain aggregate 

demand at full-employment level higher m* is needed to raise consumption. As 

shown in Appendix 2, the CLA/KEY and REP/KEY boundaries become steeper and at 

some ievel of k<k* the new CLA/KEY boundary crosses the old. At this point 

higher public investment just offsets the effect of allowing in more 

imports. For still lower values of k the expansionary impact of the public 

investment response dominates any contractionary effect due to trade 

liberalisation. ~or goods-market equilibrium consumption must th~refore be 

lower which requires lower real balances. 

Consider an economy with the above response (like Algeria) and on the 
'f .. 

CLA/KEY boundary prior to the oil price rise. H1g~er oil revenues shift the 

aoundary downwards and move the economy into CLA. ~ere are several ways of 
• 
reattaining the boundary. As the higher investment raises capital stock and 

output the econooy shifts to the right. Government could reduce its own 

11 Portes and ~inter (1980) describe an econometric test for determining the 
p,rfbab~li ~y that a marke, is eit~er in excess s¥Pply.:."or: excess demand. 

- -~. - ~ _ . ' - . 
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demand, which shifts the boundary back towards its original position. Or, a 

once-for-all increase in the price le~el could reduce real money balances to 

their new equilibrium level. 

Implications of ·Classical Unemploymen~· Equilibrium. 

There are three concepts of consumption demand in the CLA regime; 

notional demand (C*), effective demand (C) and realized demand (C). Holdings 

of real balances can be examined analogously. 

(1) The individual consumer has a notional demand (c*) for output 

corresponding to zero excess demand in both product and labor markets: 

6 * l+r mit- 1
(20) c* T zit + T -p-. it

t 

Aggregate notional demand is found through sumMaticn across consumers. 

(21) 

(22) 
M* . 

t--Pt 

Aggregate notional real b2lances take a similar form. 

(4) The existence of unemployment leads to effective aggregate decands 

(C an~MJP) based on actual disposable income. 

.- ••- ... .r 1+ 1wt Mt(23) C - ~(- L (l-T » + _r -- 
t T P t t T P 

t t 

(24) .. C* - u • 
t· 

I. 




I 
(25 ) 

(26) 

The second right-hand terms in (24) and (26) rep'C'esent spillover contrac:~ions 

of demand from less than full employcent levels. Consumers are still ·on the 

demand cur,'~s," with aggregate income adjusted for the level of unemployment. 

(3) In classical unemployment, there is still more rationing, since 

effective demand f~~ ~utput exceeds supply. 

(27) yd. I + G + (X -IM ) + C) yS
t t t t t t , t 

A realistic allocation assumption is that government spending is not 

rationed. Consumption rationing is shared equally by all, leading to 

increases in real balances· involuntary saving and a still lover realised 

demand (C ) 1/ 
t 

- yS _ I - G + (B + q E ) II
t t t t t t 

This level of re~lized demand is not that ,desired by consumers given income! 
'f ...and real assets; the difference (C -C ) represents savings held in real 

. t t --balances due to a lack o~alternative uses of disposable income. Net non- " -
hydrocarbon imports can relax the rationing constraint. Given the 

Y There would be further reverberations if labol: supply rest>onses wer.e 
allowe,:i; these are neglected here. 



specifica~ion of the labor supply deCision, any unemplo)~ent also represents a 

level of leisure off the supply curve. 

Involuntary consumption and employment levels have i~plications for 

estimation arid interpretation of consumer demar.~ hehavior. In e Walrasian 

world, notional consumption and real balance decands are observed as functions 

of disposable income and the level of real money balances. In ~lassical 

unemplo~ent, supply-side factors and resource constraints dominate. Realised 

decands are observed as functions 01 government spending, productive capacity 

and net exports. Higher investment or current government expe~diture crowds 

out private consumption one-for one. Real balanca--a>.~~~m':lla~ion is partl.~ , · 

!nvoluntary; it will rise with public spE'nding and fall with rea! output. 

(29) 

This will increase with government expendi~ures. 

The investment program, rather than the -Dutch Diseaee-, determines 

the pattern of resource allocation. Sectors favored by j.\1blic investment 

grow; sectors serving rationed private demands shrink • 

• v. 	 Econometric Re3uits. 

For reasons described above, we mainta.in the hypothesis that the 
. .. 

economy is in CLA and eXaIt~e the lmplicat!.ons econometrically. The above 

model defines a simultaneodS economic system. Estication is complicated by• 
the fact that two endogenou~ variables -- effective consumption and effective 

demand for money balances -- are unobserved. A technique by Amemiya (1974). is 

used to redefine these variables in terms of their observed, realised 

levels. Error terms are assumed multivariate and normally distributed. 

http:mainta.in


Estimation of the equation system is done by two-stage least squares <2SLS).l! 

Estimation has two purposes: 

(1) 	 Determination of the accuracy of the fix-price equilibirum construct 

as applied t~ the Algerian economy; 

(2) 	 Measurement of the impact of ratiooing in the ·Algerian econocy, 

including both the size of the ~h~rtfall in ~vailable goods and the 

increased inflation which vould have been necessary to reach a flex-

price equilibrium. 

Data. 

The data used in estimation are annual observations over the period 

1967 -1980, and have been drawn froa official Alger!3fl' ~C;j!8, 8-nc:lf>?". '·~:rlJ"" · 

Bank reports'; many of the time series are describ_ed. in detail in Conwa~--

(1982). All variables, with the exception of the money supply and pl.'1ces, are 

in real terms, wi~h 1974 as the base year. Ml (currency + decand deposits) is 

used as the measure of the m~ney supply. Y 
The non-mining GOP deflator is used as tha index of the price level 

(p). Th~ U.S. consumer price index (P*) is used as a proxy for world 

prices. The non-hydrocarbon capital stock {K) is formed through the perpetual 

inveltory method from a base Ko' depreciation rate, and subsequent investment 

levels; Ko is found by positing an average non-hydrocarbon capit~l/output.. 
ratio of 2 for 1967.11 The tax r~te (T) is derived through dividing non-

hydrocarbon taxation receipts by non-hydrocarbon domestic incom~. Wage income 

II 	Only 14 annual observations are available for,all variables, which 
precludes the use of system estimation t~chni~ues. 

y 	 In 1974, the components of Ml represent~d94 percent of t:1e c:om~: . I.:~ts of 
M2; in. 1980, 90 percent. 

3/ 	 'Non-hydrocarbon f1gu!"e~ are approximated by use of official non-mining 
statistics. Hydr~carbons represent about 95 percent of the mining sector. 

--_._._---'""=''==:=:::..;.;, 




1s based on time series for the public sector scaled to be compatible on 

average with national value ad~ed. 

Production Decisions. 

The model presented in section IV suggests simple 11n~ar forms for 

the production function and labor dema~' equations under classical 

unecployment~ Because OLS resi~uals are highly correlated, estimates ~re also 

given with first-order autoregression correction p: 

Yt 	 ~ R2(a) 	uncorre.:ted: • 1.03 + .268 • .99 

'...... ~tt~;··(13.ln (35.25) ~ 

-2( b) cor,ected: "it • .97 .. .275 Kt a: 	 "" ".58 

(8.29) (25.39) 	 p • 0.53 

(2.36) 

(a) uncorrect~d: L - 2.12 + .10 Ie . R2 - .94 

(29.04) (14.35) tv - .92 

(b) corrected: I.e - 2.\0 f" .10 Ke .. 
(24.77) (12.52) 	 p - .15 

(.55) 

0' .. The equations have good explanatory power. Both intercepts are posi tiveand 

-.. significant, indicating an inp.lastic response of output and emplo1ient to 

•• investment. !I The point estimate of the incrP.mental capital-output ratio 

If This and all following statistical tests of significance are evaluated in 
a two-tailed test at the 95 percent level of confidence. 



1 (6) as given by (1/a1) is 3.6 for the corrected estimate; thi~ is high by 

cross-country standards, "but expected in view of the capital intensity of 

Algerian production. b1 represents the labor-capital ratio aB; the implied 

average estimate of elasticity of labor demand IoI1.th respect to output is 0.40. 

Technological progress ~rowth terms were tried in both equations as 

independent regressors, but were statistically insignificant. 

Government Demand. 

Policy functions for non-hydrocarbon investment and governme~t 

spending are drawn from section IV. Where residuals are highly 

autocorrelated, estimates are also given IoI1.th first-or"der correction p • 

(a) uncorrected It -

(b) corrected 

.14 + .11 

(1.02) (4.87) 

.52 + 1.12 (qtEt+Bt) 

(2.79) (5.54) 

.86 + .78 (qtEt+Bt) 

(3.61) (3.69) 

~ + .30 (qt Et + Bt ) 

(I.45) 

- .70 

OW - 1.10 

i 2 
- .75 

-2 R 

ow 

p - .40 

(1.50) 

- .89 

- 1;.61 
"f .. 
--

In equat.on (32). the estimate of ~i2 demonstrates that t~ 

hypothesis that the level of investment res~)nds one-for-one to the 

contemporant!ous availability of foreign flnanc ing cannot be rej ected. 

Eqcation (33) separates investment into "planned" capital accumulation at rate 
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Ail (itself related to the trend of q E +B over the period) and the,t t t 

deviations froo plan due to foreign financing fluctuations (Ai ). AI though2

the magnitude of the coefficient and its explanatory po~er (8 value • .22) are 

considerable, it is significant only at the 30: level. This is not unexpected 

given the shift in investment policy implemented by the Benjedid regime after 

1978. Introducing a dummy variable for 1979-1980 to capture this policy shift 

yields similar and more precise estimates: 

(34) I - - .08 + .14 K + .36 (q E +B ) - .60 I)IDC. · • ::;'6 · ~. :o.. .'-'. 
t t t t t . ,' 

(.73) (8.53) (2.66) (4.04) ~. - 1.8,1 

Equation (34) suggests a planned investment growth rate of 14% 

annually until 1979. At that time, the dummy coef fic1ent suggests a 21% fall 

in inve~~~ent below trend follo~~ng the Benjedid policy revisions. This shift 

is also reflected in total investment, as sho'Jn in Figure 1. The estimate 

for Ai2 indicates roughly one··third of fluctuations in foreign financing are 

passed through to investment demand. As shown below, docestic involuntary 

saving in money balances provides the main alternative source of financing. 

Government consumption is treated as a linear function of non
. . 

hydrocarbon output. which is treated as a simultaneously deternined variable 

in 2SLS: 
... 

(35) Gt - go 1 gYt 

(a) uncort,ected:

•• 
(b) corrected: 

Gt 

Gt 

- -.10 + 
(2.70) 

- -.10 + 
(2.24) 

.23 Y 
(22.91) t 

.23 Yt
(19.29) 

R2 
DW 

-2 
R 
p 

- .98 
- 1.18 

.97-- .20 
(.76) 

The estimate indicates a marginal propensity to spen~ from non-hydrocarbon 

domestic product of .23, and an elasticity of 1.17. 
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Private Demands. 

Rationing in the goods oarket implies that the observed levels of 

private consumption and holdings of money balances are realised, not 

effective. A method for estimating the underlying effective behavioral 

equations was first suggested by Fair and Jaffee (1972). 

In a command economy, prices are often adjusted to reflect the level 

of excess demand for goods in the previous period. The government in effect 

follows a slow tatonnement rule. Assuming that only. C'emt'OXllet'li'" ~'P'~ '-£:~W~~d: 

(36) (P - p - J ) - y1 
(C
-

- C
-

)t t t t 

wherey is the speed-of-adjustment parameter. As y becomes smaller, price 

adjustment approa~hes that of an auction market; as it becomes larger, prices 

are increasingly unresIX't!sive to excess demand. If such a relationship holds 

exactly, the observed price change will serve au an indicator of the rationillg 

deviation between observed C and effective C. l! 

The government's price-updating equ~tion (36) may be used to identify 

effective demand (C ):
t 

(37) 
.. 

where -C is specified in equation (23), and is observed only with a randomt 

error. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 4. In classical 

Excess demand may be only one of a n-umber of causes of increases in 
prices. Another might be a desire ~ reconcile stable real and nominal 

. exchange ratas by -passing through- ~rld price increases to the domestic 
market. In this case, the left-hand variable would be «Pt-Pt-l) 

(P~ -P~-l» and the expanded price adjustment equation would be: 

(Pt-Pt-l) - (P~ - P~-l) + (l/Y)(Ct - Ct ) 

This formulation has been used in some estimations. 
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Figure 4 

Updatlng Administered Prices 
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unemplo~ent in period I. ~nly CI may be available for private-sector 

consumption. The previous-period price (PO) creates excess consumption demand 

through its effect on real balances. Excess decand is giVen by (C - C
1
). ' The 

1 

government then raises prices to PI according to the excess demand rule 

(36). Knowledge of the chan6e in Pt for all p~riods and the government's rule 

allows calculation of '-C and the C schedule.
I t 

Effective demand for money can be treated silJlilarly. The observed 

lIIoney holdings then include both effective demand holdings (M ) andt 

involuntary saving. whose magnitude is measured ,.by . th.{L ..?c;,1J:,~ ", a~justment. 

(38) ' 


. (39) 

Equations (7) and (8) of Sectt"on IV indicate the functional 

relationships between effective consumption and real balance demand a~~ their 

determinants. Combining these with (37) and (39) yields estimable ~xprp.~~!ons 

for realised consumption and real balance demands: 

(40) + ect 

(41) -:II +o (l-fl)("'tLt(l-Tt)!Pt ) 
M 

+ (l-f2)(- ~~I) - f 3 (P t -P t - l ) + emt. 

--•- The cross-equation restrictions on coefficients demonstrate tie linkage 

between the two demands in the private-sector decision process. The 

individual has two options for the use of present after-tax labor income or 

past savi!',g: to spend on ,'onsumer goods or to add to saving held in real 

balances. The restrictions on the coefficients of labor income and lagged 

money holding reflect this choice by summing to one across equations. 

http:measured,.by
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(p -p 1) represents the effect of r~tioning; the cross-equation restriction 
t t

on its coefficient indicates that increased rationing must decrease 

consumption and incre~se real balance holdings by the same factor. 

Labor income plays a dual role in estimation. It is the labor income 

~f the present period, but it is also a proxy for the expectation of the 

income stream over future periods. fl is then expected to lie between zero 

and one, most probably in the range .• 6 - .9. f2 is an indication of the time 

horizon of the consumer; as it approaches zero, it indicates a lengthening of 

the time horizon. A consumer with an infinite horIzon ' ~uId ~ aD effe.c:.t.i\i~ 

propensity to consume from real balances which is infinitely small', and-Idrig 

horizons may result in f2 being statistically indistinct from zero 1n small 

samples. f3 nea~ zero indicat~s that ~he market for goods is not rationed; 

the larger it is, the more important rationing becomes in determining realized 

demands. 

The p point estimate of autocorrelation of consumption equation 

errors was slightly greater than one. and indicated that (40) should be 

estimated in first-difference form. The estimate of the consumption equation 

intercept 1s then lost, but the~y predicts zero intercepts in both equations; 

This specification of the private-sector decision demonstrates high 

explanatory power. Comparison cif the results with unconstrained .tstimation .. 
indicated a1moss no difference in explanatory power for consumpti~ demand, 

but a loss in e'p1anatory power in the real balance equation. l! ~ 

This appears to be due to the fact that when estimated s~parate1y, the 
real balances equation confounds supply and demand characteristics in the 
money market. The cross-equatio~l restrictions imposed here then act to 
identify the demand-equation parameters. 
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The most striking feature of these results is the importance of the 

rationing coefficient. 11 Using the estimate of -f
3 

- y- 2.36. the level of 

rationing implied by the government price-updating rule (35) is shown in Table 

3. and appears to have been a si&.. ,Liicant fraction of realised private 

consumption demand. Although government outlays were sizeable throughout the 

period under consideration. in the pre-1973 period they tended to be financed 

through taxation. thus leaving the private sector closer to its demand 

curve. In the post-1973 period. the government relied more and more on 

rationing and seigniorage to finance expendit\lreSi this led to larger 

involuntary saving. By the start of the Benjedid period in 1979-. the 

government was shifting away from its high-investment-growth and high-saving 

strategy. This is reflected in lower rationing levels in 1979 and 1980. 

Subsequent years would likely indicate still less rationing. as government 

policy has diminished the scarcity of consumption goods. 

The other coefficients in Table 2 are consistent with theory. f1 

lies in the interval between .6 and .9. and accords remarkably well with 

estimates from other countries of the marginal propensity to consume from 

disposable income1i f2 is SlIIa11. and is insignificantly different from 

zero.which suggests that Algerian consumers make decislons for a long time 

horizon. mo is also insignificantly different from zero. as theory suggests. 

Fin~IY. the link ,between investment and rationing can be drawn from 

• 


the above res~ts • Consider the residuals of equation (33). (RESt)' which
.' 

represent the~component of investment not explained by contemporaneous foreign • 

l! 	The alternative specification of the government price-updating rule which 
incorporated a "world price pass-through" yielded poorer results in terms 
of explanatory power. possibly because so small a share of consumption is 
traded. 

2/ 	 See page 45 for footnote. 
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Table 2 

Estl~ation of Consumption and Real Balance Demands 

Parameter Estimate T-statistic E 

not obtained 
.82 . 4.92 
.19 .70 

-2.36 2.58 
.07 .55 

bl 
r -? 

(C) - .97 


il2(M/P) ••98 

'- '.;,, '. "-' 
lY The critical T-va1ue for the 95 percent level of confiden~~ ~IU 

degrees of freedo~ is 2.23. 

bl 	 First-differencing was accomplished by placing all lagged values on the 
right-hand side of the equation. 

Table 3 

Rationing in the Goods Market 

Year 	 Rationing as percent of C 

ill 

1967 2 
1968 4 
1969 1 
1970 4 ... 

'f1971 	 6 ... 
1972 3 
1973 5 -.,
197 .. • 10 .1975 11 
1976 8 
1917 9 
1978 15 
1979 7 
1980 8 
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financing. From the public budget constraint these should be positively. 

associated with the degree of rationing in Table 2 (RATt ) as dra~ from 

equation (41). In the absence of other financing, as pointed out in equation 

(20), investment residuals should completely e~plain rationing. Rationing and 

foreign credit should together account for the financing of the investment 

program •..:' In fact, the two variables are highly correlated: 

6.64 + 7.43 RESt -2
R - .43 

(8.55) (3.30) 	 .;. 1.26 

Support for the above view of the Algerian budgetary process . ~-l-5;),'" ',.r 

comes 	 from the fact that variations in (qt E +B ) and RAT capture 92% o.f th.e..t t t 

variance of investment. 

l.! 	 As shown in the budget equation (13), a perfect correspondence would 
require that current government expenditures equalled current 
revenues. It would also require perfect consistency between the 
national, fiscal, monetary and balanc~ of payments accounts. 

(footnote from page 43) 
1/ 	 The results of estimates for the U.S. of the consumption function are 
-	 almost identical. The Ando/Modigl1ani results reported in Froyen (1983) 

for the U.S. included the following statistical relation: 

• where 	~ is the value of presently held assets, and wtLt is pre-tax 
labor income. The comparable regression result for Algeria, using pre
tax labor income and real balances, yields: 

- .26 	 (Mt-I/P t ) + .73 VtL t 1 2 •29 (Pt-P t - 1)Ct 
(2.14) (7.87) !-2.78) 

• 
There is a striking similarity In the marginal propensity to consume; 
the asset coefficient is Algeria is larger in point estimate, perhaps 
because of the exclusion of non-fin3ncial assets, but it is 
indistinguishable statistically from the Ando/Modigliani result. The 
rationing term repr~sents the distance the consumers are from their 
demand cur-.;e. 

I 
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VI. Conclusions. 

The Algerian pattern of development since the ea:-ly 19608 has . 

differed from that of other developing countries in two major respe~ts. 

First, Algeria's economy, under the influence of its massive investment 

program an~ its commitment to socialism, has been centralised and state-

controlled. The public sector undertakes nearly all formal invest~~nt and 

production, and the government exercises strict control over prices in goods, 

labor, financial asset and foreign exchange markets. 

Second, Algeria stands out among 011 exporters' in--t:li'e ' vay it - has. 

managed to channel its crude 011 revenues since 197) · in.to . 1n.v.~neit't~ · " . 

without bringir.g about soaring inflation or a -Dutch disp.as~- shrinking in the 

relative size of nonoil tradeable sectors. 

The theoretical and empirical analysis of this study indicates that 

Algeria's performance over 1967-80 has been largely due to its commar.d, or 

fix-price, economic structure. This represents an alternative to flex-price 

adjustment for oil exporter or other countries experien~ing windfalls gains. 

It also offers insight into the economic forces with which the Algerians will 

have ~o contend as they move to,a more flex-price market economy. II 

Over the past decade Algeria appears to have been in the classical 

unemployment variant of fix-price equilibrium, with excess demand for goods 

and excess supply of labor. In this framework, involuntary ~oldings of money 

balances result from goods market rationing. Econometric relUlts reported. .-
here otfer strong support to this view of the Algerian economy. Estimation of 

the theoretical model indicates both stror.g explanatory power and the 

impc'rtance of rationing in explaining realise.d consumption and real balance 

holdings. 
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The~e results le~d to both theoretical and policy con('lusions. 
I 

First, in the fix-price economy, efforts to estimate consumer demand 

parameters through Walrasian demand equations will yield biased results. For 

example, past studies (including the aut~ors') have concluded that the 

Algerian economy has a low propensity to consume. However, as noted above, 

estim~tes taking rationing int~ account lead to effective consumption 

propensities almost identical to those in the U.S. 

Second, these results have important implications for the design of 

economic policy in Algeria. The impressive historical Algerian ability to 

accept high national saving rates and to defer consump~dn does not imply rh8~ 

such behavior will carryover to a liberal1sed econocy vt,t.h ~lttBttet-clearing 

prices. The effective demand functions indicate that higher'income, and more 

goods available for purchas'l, will lead, to demand responses siallar to those 

found in market economies. Planning for a shift from a fix-price economy 

towards a liberalised one should not extrapolate past trends without 

correcting for this rationing effect. Consumption could increase more 

quickly, and lead to higher inflation, than might have been expected from the 

historical evidence. Indeed, the rationing estiaates above indicate that 

without rationing the Algeiian price level would have had to increase by.some 

40% more than its historical trend over 1974-78 to hold consumption at its 

hi3torical levels, even under the favorable assumption that «esired real 
'f .. 

balances are invariant to inflation. With any appreCiable sensitivity of-
desired reBl balances to inflation, the Algerian strategy o~he 1970s would 

• 
have been infeasible without far tighter wage control or higher nono11 taxes 

since it would not have been possible for the state to have secured so large a 

share of purchasing power. 



I 
Have the distinctL'e features of Algerta's controlled economy been an 

advantage or a liability in dealing with the variation:. in its t~ros of trade 

after 19737 On the one hand, there are indications that Algeria has 1I0t used 

its investment as productively as planned, both in the hydrocarbon and non-

hydrocarbon econo~ies 3nd that it has failed to stimulate nonhydrocarbon 

exports, but the same might be said for certain other oil producers. An 

(:qually serious feature is the capital intensity of the public investment 

program in the face of widespread uuderemployment. On the other hand, an 

excessi'/e shift to nontraded goods was avoided at the cost of postponing 

.private consumption. S::eps have also been taken to divers..l!!f a::oa~£; f>r\.rCf' \J1'1.~ · ~;" 

rapidly depleting natural resource, to natural gas, one vi th afa1:- .1o,oger. > 

expected lifetime. The payoff to these hydrocarbon investments, a topic not 

explicitly addressed in this paper, depends o~ the relation£hip between gas 

prices and world intP-rest rates since the moderate element of natural rent in 

gas prices is sensitive to ch~nges in capital costs. Algeria was also been 

spared the sharp contraction occasioned ~i the massive outflows of private 

capital which characterised Venezuela, Mexico and other exporters with open 

financial markets after 1981. 

In sum, it will be possible to evaluate the Algerian strategy only 

whel the costs gnd benefits of the phase of rapid accumulation becomes 

clear. These will depend on three key factors, two external and one 
.. . 

internal:t (a) de'elopments in the world gas marke!: relative to (b) t~i~ levc'... 
of world ~nterest rates, a.ld (c) the efficiency with which noe-hydrocarbon •••investmen~ and domestic labor can be used. :f external factors are favorable 

and domestic policies encourage efficiency, the transformation of oil income 

and borrowing into domestic capital will permit substantial growth of reJl 

consumption. Otherwise, alternative strategies such as saving abroild or 



o ~. 

increasing domestic consumption more directly through relaxing import 

I 

restriction, and easing nonoil taxation will appea~, in retrospect, to have 

been more promising. 

• 
of 
• 

-· • •• 
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Appendix 1 


The Individual Consumer's Decision 


Suppose a Bernoulli utility function for individual i (the subscript 

is suppressed until summation across individuals) 

u - (1) 

to be maximised subject to a budget cocstraint for all t: l<t<T where T is 

--- .~.

the consumer's horizon: 

III _ -m w n 
t 1 t

B - t (l-T ) - c - 0+ _pt (2)
tt Pt t "t 

From the Lagrangian A. defined vith multipliers At. obtain first order 

conditions (4) - (6) which hold for the above range of t and the 

transversality condition which ensures that final-period money holding is 

zero: 

T 
A - u+ r A B (3) 

t-l t t 

OA !J 1 )t _). _ 0 (4 )
6c'" - C"\ l+r t ., t .. 

6A--.6A 
t 

(5) •• 

(6) 



- - -

AT+1 - 0 so that ~ - o. 
Define: 

W 
t

Zt - - n (l-t )
P t t t 

To obtain a form of consumption function which may be estimated, 

Zt - ~ 
t z1 (expectations of future after tax wage income 

proportional to current income, and static if ~ - 1 ); 

R-1 is small and T(R-1)«1. 

By (4), (6) and (5), which together with (10) imply that At-A: 

1 

T T 
Tr c +Rt - r Rt(Zt+ t- (mt _ 1-m t ») -r

t-1 t t-l t

•• 
tBy assumption Zt • • zl so that 

(7) 

(8 ) 

(9) 

assume: 

are 

(11 ) 

(12) 

(13) 

'f.. 
(14) 

• 
... 


.. 



(15) 

Unless the consumer's horizon is very long, the distributed lag on future 

money balances will be small relative to Rmo, so that, to a first order of 

approximation: 

(16) 

Equation (16) establishes the relative weighting of wage incomes and money 
.- .... .....~ . " . 

balances in setting levels of consumption in each p~rfad. a" .(tl)~ i-ar- · 

decisioos mad~ 10 period t: 

(17) 

which implies 

~t ( . ~) ( R mt - 1 
- - 1- - z + 1- -J-- (18)P T t T P

t t 

Agg':egating over individuals i: .. 

R Ht-l+- - (19)T P 
t 

• 
-. 

6 w • R Y. 1 
( 1- -) (A (l-r ») +( 1- -~ (20)

T P t t T P 
t t 

.. 




Appendix 2: 


Steady State E,guilibrium and Boundarv Conditions 


A. Walrasian Steady-State Equilibrium. 

All variables are in per capita terms and time subscripts are omitted 

for period t. The labor force grows at rate n. 

(i) Goods market: 

s d 
y ---1 Y - c + i + g + (x-im) (1) _« 

a 

w ' 
Let z* - (l-T~ - private disposable wage income. lavestment: coos.ists- c~ , the 

Walrasian steady state level}, which for notational~~4M'..1en.c;e_ i ,8subsumed 

n --.-. ,; 
into government spending: g' - g + sY., Out of Walrasian equilibrium 

s ' investment i is defined also has a component ~(u.L )[i1i _ + i (b+qe)],
t 1 2

s
reflecting imbalances in ·the labor market as indicated by unemployment u.L , 

with i1 and i2 as parameters. From the consumption function as derived in 

Appendix 1: 

1 15 
(2 )- .. =z* 

a T 

.. 
~ • 0 since u .. 0, and by the government budget constraint which is 

• 

g'y + i - T~ + (y-~) + em + (b+qe) (3 ) 
, 0 P P t-l 

••
1 0 1+r ", ", 

(4 )~ - r* + ~t-l + em t _ 1 + y - p + Tp 



15 	 l+r 
Y - (f -1)z* + Y + (6+ ~)mt-1' (5) 

6 l+r 
or 6mt _ -	 (1- T)z* - ~t-11 

Accumulation of real balances equals saving out of wage incomes less 

dissaving out of assets. 

(il) Labor market: 

_ LS _ LdL (7) 

1 - aSk 
. 0 or (8) 

1k* --as 
(iii) Government budget: 

w6m
t 

_ - (g-l)y + (l-T>j" + i - (b+qe) 	 (9)1 

(iv) 	 Combining the goods market and government budget: 

6 * l+ro - (T -l)z +~ m - 1 + (g'-l)y* + z* - (b+qe) 	 (10)
t	 . . 

<5 l+r 
- =z* + ~~-l + (g'-l)y* -(b+qe) 	 (11)

T 
of 

• 

-.. 
... 


- c* + (g'-l)y* - (b+qe) (12)
-

. . 




", 	 Therefore 

1 * 	 1
y* - (l_g'){c - (b+qe)} .. -	 (13)

a 

By (11): 

T 6 * (l-g')
m~_1 - l+r ( - r + a + (b+qe)) 	 (14 ) 

Equation (13) indicates the relationship between c* and y* and (14) the 

Walrasian level of real balances dependent on parameters and policy variables. 

(v) 	 In equilibrium m* is constant so that e - n; inflation is zer~ 

s dbecause y - y. Government spending and taxes are Ifnked by t~e budget and 

the steady state constraint on financing: 

mn - (g'-l)/a + *(I-r) - (b+qe) 

or (15) 

w
g' - a[mn - ~l-r) + (b+qe)] + 1. 

w . 
Noting that j"{l-T) - z* and using (14) to eliminate z*: 

T-6 !.=8.'m* - (1+r+6n) [( a ) + (b+qe») 	 (16) 

Together, (8) and (16) determine the Walrasian equilibriu~ in (k*,m*) space! 

-.
•B. The Boundary Conditions. 	 "

(i) Repressed inflation/classical unemployment (REP/CLA): 



s d 	 d · 
(a) 	 labor market is in balance: L a Land 1 - min{ay ,aSk} 


bl d d hi h
( ) product emand excee s supp1:': Yd ) yS 101 c iep1ies: 

(c) 	 for the labor market, 1 - aSk, and (17) 

1 <5 l+r
(d) on the goods market 	~ < rz* + g'/a + ~t-l - (qe+b) 

Therefore by (14) m - 1 ) 	 m*t_l. (18)t 

(ii) 	 Repressed inflation/Keynesian unemployment (REP/KEY): 

d s 1
(a) product market is in balance: y -	 y min(- Sk)a' 

. d 
(b) labor market is supply constrained: 1 ( min(ay ,aSk) which implies: 

1
( c) 1 ( aSk or as ( k , 	 and (19) 

(d) in the product market, by (5) 

1- . <5 + 1. + l+r 	 (20)(t -l)z* a (8 + -r-)mt - 1 •a 

Replacing em 1 from the 	governcent budget constraint (3):
t 

<5 l+r .&=.!.. .
o • (t -l)z* + ~t-l + i + a + z* -	 (qe+b) (21) 

l-rT' <5 
~. =-zor (22)

a T 

m • T{ -.,L* (la-g ') + (b-' q'e) ( (»}or T~ + 	 - A i i _ +i qe+bt-l 1 t	 l 2 

(23) 

--
If investment is adjuste~• to the labor shortage by reducing capital formation 

this is formally equivalent to allowing A to be negative so that 



m - 1 ) m~_l: to huld the product market in balance consumption out of moneyt 

balances ~st be large enough to compensate for reduced investment. 

(iii) Keynesian unemployment/classical unemploycent (KEY/CLA): 

(a) the labor market Is demand constrained: 1 ) min{ayd ,aSk} 

(b) product market Is in balance" s y ~ 
d y - min{!,Sk} . 

a 

This implies: 

(c) 1) aSk so that u ) 0, and 

(d) in the product market, by (1) 

where (25) 

The locus (m,k) in (28) has positive slope (except possibly for k»k*) 

positive since :~ - ST[6+~ta(i,it_1+i2(b+qe»)). If k-O, mt_1<O, if ~O, 
1k)O. If k is at its Walrasian level, k - as' then u=O and by (28): 

." 

• 

The locus thus passes through the point of Walrasian equilibrium. 



• • 

• 


C. The Effect of ~ncreased Foreign Resources. 


The effect of permitting a higher nonoi1 trade deficit qe+b depends on t~e 


response of public investment, as given by ~i2. The greater the response. 


the less does private deaand nee~ to rise to offset the increased nonoil trade 


deficit. 


(i) 	 Walrasian equilibrium: by (8) and (16), if qe+b riseJ, k* is unchanged 

but ~* increases. Unless public spending g' rises. the increased 

nonoil trade deficit will require higher domestic demand (consumption 

out of money balances) to maintain full capscity use. 

(ii) 	 REP/CLA boundary: by (17) this is unchanged except that the vertical 

Hne extends begins at the higher m* by.. ,·HS"):· ·' ' 

(iii) 	 REP/KEY boundary: by (23) 

This is positive, both when u·O and when there is excess demand for 

labor (assuming this is fo~!ly equivalent to A<O so that a rise in qe+b 

results in a fall in investment and lower public demand). 

(iv) KEY/CLA boundary: by (28) and substituting out for m* • 

..3m _ 
t 1 3m* 


3 (b+qe) • 3(qe+b) - TAi2
• 
'f 

This is positive when unemployment i! near zero, but may be negative 
-. 

for high levels of unemployment and large i 2 ,. In this case a rise in qe+b
• 

results mainly in a large increase in public investment, which needs to be 

balanced by a fall in private consumption. The locus in figure 3 therefore 

tends 	to become steeper with the increase in foreign resources. 


